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Abstract
The achromatic number problem is, given a graph G = (V ,E), to ﬁnd the greatest number of colors, (G), in a coloring of
the vertices of G such that adjacent vertices get distinct colors and for every pair of colors some vertex of the ﬁrst color and some
vertex of the second color are adjacent. This problem is NP-complete even for trees. We obtain the following new results using
combinatorial approaches to the problem.
(1) A polynomial time O(|V |3/8)-approximation algorithm for the problem on graphs with girth at least six.
(2) A polynomial time 2-approximation algorithm for the problem on trees. This is an improvement over the best previous
7-approximation algorithm.
(3) A linear time asymptotic 1.414-approximation algorithm for the problem when graph G is a tree with maximum degree d(|V |),
where d : N −→ N , such that d(|V |) = O((G)). For example, d(|V |) = (1) or d(|V |) = (log |V |).
(4) A linear time asymptotic 1.118-approximation algorithm for binary trees.
We also improve the lower bound on the achromatic number of binary trees.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The achromatic number of a graph is the maximum size k of a vertex coloring of the graph, where every pair of colors
is assigned to a pair of adjacent vertices and adjacent vertices are colored with different colors. The achromatic number
problem is to compute the achromatic number of a given graph. This concept was ﬁrst introduced in 1967 by Harary
et al. [11] in a context of graph homomorphism (see also [9,8]). A well-known related problem is the chromatic number
problem, that is computing the minimum size of a vertex coloring of a graph, where adjacent vertices are colored with
different colors. These two problems are different in nature [5,17]. For example, removing edges from a graph cannot
increase its chromatic number but it can increase the achromatic number [17].
 An extended abstract of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the Seventh Annual European Symposium on Algorithms (ESA), Prague,
Czech Republic, July, 1999.
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1.1. Previous work
Yannakakis and Gavril [18] showed that the achromatic number problem is NP-complete. It is NP-complete also
for bipartite graphs as proved by Farber et al. [8]. Furthermore, Bodlaender [1] proved that the problem remains
NP-complete when restricted to connected graphs that are simultaneously cographs and interval graphs. Cairnie and
Edwards [3] show that the problem is NP-complete even for trees. (However, the chromatic number of a tree can be
computed in polynomial time. For a tree that is not a single node, the chromatic number is always two.) Very recently, it
was shown that the achromatic number problem cannot be approximated to within 2 −  for any  > 0, unless P = NP
[13].
Let l be a ﬁxed positive integer. There are known exact polynomial time algorithms for two very restricted classes of
trees: for trees with not more than l leaves, and for trees with
(
l
2
)
edges and with at least
(
l−1
2
)+1 leaves [8]. Recently,
Cairnie and Edwards [4] have proved that the achromatic number problem for trees with constant maximum degree
can also be solved in polynomial time. Some phases of their algorithm are based on enumeration, and the algorithm
has running time (m126), where m is the number of edges of the tree.
An -approximation algorithm [16] for amaximization problem is a polynomial time algorithm, that always computes
a solution to the problem, whose value is at least a factor 1/ of the optimum. We call  the approximation ratio. An
asymptotic -approximation algorithm for a maximization problem is a polynomial time algorithm which computes a
solution to the problem, whose value is at least 1/ · opt − o(opt), where opt denotes the value of an optimum solution
to the problem (see also [16]).
Chaudhary and Vishwanathan [5] have presented a 7-approximation algorithm for the achromatic number problem
on trees. They give an O(
√
n)-approximation algorithm for graphs with girth (i.e., length of the shortest cycle in the
graph) at least six, where n is the number of vertices of the graph. Chaudhary and Vishwanathan have also shown a
O(n/
√
log n)-approximation algorithm for the problem on general graphs.
Recently, and after a conference publication of an extended abstract [14] of our paper, Kortsarz and Krauthgamer
[13] have given an O(n1/3)-approximation algorithm for graphs with girth at least ﬁve. Their algorithm is based
on different ideas from ours. They have also shown that the achromatic number problem is approximable within
O(n log log n/ log n) on general graphs. Another recent result is by Kortsarz and Shende [15]. They have presented
an O(n4/5)-approximation algorithm for the achromatic number problem on bipartite graphs. Kortsarz and Shende
have also proved that unless NP has randomized quasi-polynomial algorithms, it is impossible to approximate the
achromatic number problem on bipartite graphs within (ln n)1/4−ε.
1.2. Our contributions
Our ﬁrst result is a 2-approximation algorithm for trees, which improves the 7-approximation algorithm ofChaudhary
andVishwanathan [5]. Our algorithm is based on different ideas from those of [5]. On a top level the algorithm considers
two cases. If there are a lot of leaf edges in a given tree, then this roughly means that most of the edges are grouped
into so-called stars. In this case we show how to ﬁnd a large coloring using the stars. In the opposite case, we show
that the edges are mostly present in long paths. We compute a decomposition of the input tree into so-called system of
paths. We show how to optimally color a given path. Then, we generalize these ideas to color a system of paths.
The achromatic number problem has a very speciﬁc structural behavior. In particular, there are graphs G such that
even if the size of G grows arbitrarily, its achromatic number still remains constant. For instance, if G is a star, then its
achromatic number is 2, regardless of the size of G. This motivates the use of the asymptotic approximation ratio for
this problem on trees.
Let T be a given tree with n vertices, and let d(n) be some (possibly increasing) function, such that d(n) = O((T ))
(see also below). Assuming that the maximum degree of T is upper bounded by d(n), we developed an alternative,
combinatorial approach to the problem. The tree T is decomposed into a system of paths with stars hanging from
their internal vertices. There can be additional edges between some of the paths—these edges are called links. We
then show how to color such system with a large number of colors. This, among other ideas, involves generalizations
of ideas from path coloring, methods for avoiding conﬂicts due to links that join the same colors, dynamic coloring
phases, and analysis of the number of wasted edges. This approach lets us reduce the approximation ratio of 2 to 1.414.
An additional result is a 1.118-approximation algorithm for binary trees, i.e., trees with maximum degree at most 3.
The ratios 1.414 and 1.118 are proved to hold asymptotically as the achromatic number grows. For example, the ﬁrst
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algorithm produces an achromatic coloring with at least 11.414(T ) − O(d(n)) colors, where (T ) is the achromatic
number of T. Farber et al. [8] prove that (T )√n − 1 when T is a tree with maximum degree d(n) = (4(n− 1))1/4.
Thus, our approximation guarantee is meaningful even if we assume that d(n) = O((n − 1)1/4).
The algorithms for bounded degree trees are also time efﬁcient. We show that they can be implemented to run in
linear time in the unit cost RAM model. Although, our algorithms for bounded degree trees are approximate and the
algorithm of [4] for constant degree trees is an exact one, our algorithms have linear running time (running time of the
algorithm in [4] is (m126)) and they also work on trees with larger maximum degree (e.g., log(n) or even (n− 1)1/4,
where n is number of vertices of the tree).
Our next result is an O(n3/8)-approximation algorithm for graphs with girth at least six, which improves the O(n1/2)-
approximation in [5]. This algorithm uses as a subroutine our 2-approximation algorithm for trees. It is interesting to
note here, that it is our analysis of the 2-approximation algorithm for trees, that allows us to get a ratio of O(n3/8) for
large girth graphs. For instance, if one uses the 7-approximation algorithm for trees from [5] as a subroutine, then this
does not lead to the improvement for large girth graphs.
Let  = (G) be the achromatic number of a graph G. Chaudhary and Vishwanathan [5] show an O((G)2/3)-
approximation algorithm for graphs G with girth at least 6, and also state a theorem that for graphs with girth at
least 7, there is an O(
√
)-approximation algorithm for the problem. They also conjectured that for any graph G, there
is a
√
(G)-approximation algorithm for the achromatic number problem. We prove their conjecture for graphs of
girth at least 6, showing an O(
√
)-approximation algorithm for such graphs.
Our approximation algorithms always produce the respective colorings. The algorithms are mostly based on parti-
tioning techniques, speciﬁcally suitable for trees. With this techniques we prove some combinatorial results for trees,
that can be of independent interest. We also improve a result of Farber et al. [8] by giving a better lower bound for the
achromatic number of trees with maximum degree 3.
1.3. Organization of the paper
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce basic deﬁnitions and prove some preliminary facts.
Sections 3–7 contain our approximation algorithms for the achromatic number problem. In Section 8 we prove a better
bound for the achromatic number of binary trees, and ﬁnally in Section 9 we state some open problems.
2. Preliminaries
Let N denote the set of non-negative integers, R be the set of real numbers, and R+ the set of non-negative real
numbers.
In this paper we consider only undirected ﬁnite graphs. For a given graph G, we denote by E(G) the set of edges of
G, and by V (G) the set of vertices of G. Given v1, v2 ∈ V (G), the distance between v1 and v2 is the number of edges
in the shortest path between v1 and v2. For two given edges e1, e2 ∈ E(G) let the distance between e1 and e2 be the
minimum of the distances between an end-vertex of e1 and an end-vertex of e2. We say that the edges e1, e2 ∈ E(G)
are adjacent if the distance between e1 and e2 is 0. Moreover, we say that a given vertex v ∈ V (G) and a given edge
e ∈ E(G) are incident if v is an end-vertex of e. The girth of a graph is the length of the shortest cycle in the graph.
A coloring of a graph G = (V ,E) with k colors is a partition of the vertex set V into k disjoint sets called color
classes, such that each color class is an independent set. A coloring is complete if for every pair C1, C2 of different
color classes there is an edge {v1, v2} ∈ E such that v1 ∈ C1, v2 ∈ C2 (C1 and C2 are adjacent). The achromatic
number (G) of the graph G is the greatest integer k, such that there exists a complete coloring of G with k color
classes. A partial complete coloring of G is a coloring in which only some of the vertices have been colored but any
two different color classes are adjacent. We also consider coloring as a mapping c : V −→ N, where c(v) > 0 denotes
the color (color class) assigned to v , and c(v) = 0 means that v has no color assigned.
The next lemma establishes a lower bound on the achromatic number by looking at subgraphs of a given graph.
It allows to restrict our attention to subgraphs in order to approximate the achromatic number of the whole graph.
Lemma 1. Any partial complete coloring with k colors can be extended to a complete coloring of the entire graph
with at least k colors. Thus, the number of colors of a partial complete coloring is a lower bound for the achromatic
number.
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Fig. 1. An example of a system of paths with stars. Edges which do not belong to the system of paths with stars are drawn with dashed lines.
Proof. Consider a vertex v without color, and check the colors of all its neighbors. If the neighbors have all the colors
used so far, we color v with some new color. Else, we color v with a color which is not used by its neighbors. We
continue until everything is colored. 
We now deﬁne notions related to special kinds of subtrees that we will use later. A star is a tree all of whose edges
are incident on a common vertex, called the center of the star. The size of a star is the number of its edges. A path
with trees is a path with trees hanging from some internal vertices of the path. These trees are called path trees and the
path is called the spine. Similarly, a path with stars is a path with stars hanging from some internal vertices of the path
(these internal vertices are centers of the stars). Moreover, a star of size one (i.e., consisting of a single edge) is called
a tendril. Later, we will use paths with trees of special types, for example: paths, paths with tendrils, paths with stars
of bounded size, and so on.
For a given tree T an edge incident on a leaf of T is called a leaf edge. A system of paths with trees for T (we assume
here that these trees are of some special kind, e.g., stars) is a family {T1, . . . , Tk} of subtrees of T such that:
(1) each subtree Ti is a path with trees such that its spine has at least one leaf edge;
(2) any two subtrees Ti , Tj (i = j ) are vertex disjoint;
(3) the family is maximal, i.e., if we add to the family any edge of the tree which does not belong to the family, then
we violate condition 1 or 2.
Consider an example of a system of pathswith trees in Fig. 1. This system is a family of pathswith stars {p1, p2, p3, p4}.
It is maximal, since adding any of the edges (u1, vi) (i = 1, 2, 3) toE(p1)∪E(p2)∪E(p3)∪E(p4) violates Condition
2 above. Note, that only edges in E(p1)∪E(p2)∪E(p3)∪E(p4) belong to the system, and edges (u1, vi) (i = 1, 2, 3)
do not. Also observe, that if paths p2 and p4 are merged via edge (u1, v3) into one path p′, then family {p1, p′, p3}
also fulﬁlls the deﬁnition above, and in this case only edges (u1, v1) and (u1, v2) do not belong to the system.
The edges of the tree which do not belong to any subtree Ti of the given system of paths and are not incident on any
leaf are called links. Thus, note, that links do not belong to the system. If a given system of paths with trees consists of
paths with stars of size 0 (so it consists just of single paths) then it is called a system of paths. Given a system of paths
with trees, its paths with trees will frequently be referred to as just paths. Consider again our example of a system of
paths with trees in Fig. 1. Assume that the trees are stars of size at most three. Then, this system consists of four paths
p1, p2, p3 and p4. Links are the edges (u1, vi), for i = 1, 2, 3. Notice, that one of the edges of the star centered at
vertex v on path p1 does not belong to the system, since we require the stars to have size at most 3.
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We say that there is a conﬂict via an edge or link if there are two vertices colored with the same color and joined
by the edge or link. We will frequently use #(Z) to denote the cardinality of set Z. Also, if there is no ambiguity, we
describe such a set Z using words. We proceed with an easy fact.
Fact 1. Let T = (V ,E) be any tree and S be any system of paths for T, i.e., S is a collection of single paths. Then S
contains at least |E| − #(leaf edges of T ) + 1 edges (note, that this number does not include the number of links!).
Proof. Since each path from S contains at least one leaf edge and by the deﬁnition of links, |E(T \S)| = #(leaf edges
of T )− #(leaf edges in S)+ #(links)#(leaf edges of T )− #(paths in S)+ #(links). Since each link connects some
pair of paths of S, and no end-vertex of a link is a leaf, we have #(links) = #(paths in S) − 1. Using this, we ﬁnally
obtain |E(T \ S)|#(leaf edges of T ) − 1. 
Below, we present our coloring algorithms. First we describe a simple algorithm for coloring paths that will be a
starting point for Section 4.
3. Coloring paths and systems of paths
We ﬁrst show how to optimally color any path.
Lemma 2. There is a linear time algorithm, that ﬁnds a complete coloring of any path P with (P ) colors.
Before we prove this lemma we deﬁne some new notions and show a fact which will be used in the proof of the
lemma. Let
f (l) =
{ (
l
2
)
if l ∈ N is odd,(
l
2
)+ l−22 if l ∈ N is even.
Claim 1. Let P be a given path, l = max{l′ : f (l′) |E(P )|}, and suppose that l is even. If P can be colored with l
colors then |E(P )|( l2)+ (l − 2)/2.
Proof. Assume that we have a coloring of P with l colors. Then, we will prove a lower bound on the number of vertices
in P. Each color k ∈ {1, . . . , l} must have connections with l − 1 other colors. If color k is assigned to a vertex v of P,
then v can realize two connections if v is an internal vertex, and one connection otherwise. One possibility to realize
the whole coloring is as follows. Each color k realizes l−2 (= an even number) of its connections by being assigned to
(l − 2)/2 internal vertices, and it realizes its one missing connection by being assigned to one end-vertex of P or to an
additional internal vertex of P. In this case the two end-vertices of P have different colors, and the number of vertices
in P is at least l · (l − 2)/2 + 2 + (l − 2) · 1 = ( l2)+ l/2. Thus |E(P )| = |V (P )| − 1( l2)+ (l − 2)/2. The second
possibility to realize the whole coloring implies that the two end-vertices of P have the same color. Similar arguments
show that |V (P )|( l2)+ l/2 + 1 in this case, and so the lower bound also follows. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let P consist of f (l) edges. We show how to color P with l colors. Let l be odd. We proceed by
induction on l. For l = 1 and l = 3, the appropriate colorings are, respectively: (1) and (1)− (2)− (3)− (1). Note that
the last color is 1. Now let us suppose we can color any path with f (l) edges using l colors, such that the last vertex is
colored with 1. Then, we extend this coloring to a coloring of a path of length f (l+2) using l+2 colors, by appending
to the right end, the following sequence of colored vertices:
(1) − (l + 1) − (2) − (l + 2) − (3) − (l + 1) − (4) − (l + 2) − · · · − (l − 1) − (l + 2) − (l)−
−(l + 1) − (l + 2) − (1).
Note, that the leftmost vertex of this sequence colored with color 1 is the last vertex of the previous sequence colored
with l colors.
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Fig. 2. Coloring a system of paths.
Let now l be even. For l = 2 the coloring is (2)− (1). Here, again the last color is 1. Now, suppose we have colored
a path with f (l) edges, such that the last vertex is colored with 1. We extend this coloring to a coloring of a path of
length f (l + 2) using l + 2 colors, by appending to the right end, the following sequence of colored vertices
(1) − (l + 1) − (2) − (l + 2) − (3) − (l + 1) − (4) − (l + 2) − · · · − (l − 1) − (l + 1) − (l)−
−(l + 2) − (l + 1) − (l + 2) − (1).
In this case, the connection between the colors l + 1, l + 2 is realized twice.
If there is no integer l such that the length of P is equal to f (l), then let l = max{l′ : f (l′) |E(P )|}. Note, that
in the case of an odd l, the number of colors we use is obviously optimal. For an even l, if |E(P )|( l2) + (l − 2)/2,
then it was shown above how to color P with l colors. By Claim 1 the converse is also true. Therefore, the coloring is
optimal if l is even as well.
To optimally color P, we ﬁrst compute f (l) (l is equal to (P )). It is straightforward to check that the above
algorithm runs in linear time. 
Lemma 2 can be extended to any system S of paths in which each link is incident on the beginning of some path.
The purpose of the present discussion is to prove Lemma 3.
We ﬁrst deﬁne a partial order ≺ on paths of the system. Suppose, that we are given a link (u, v) which connects two
paths p1 and p2 in system S. That is, u is a vertex in p1, and v is the ﬁrst vertex of p2. We orient link (u, v) “from
u to v ,” that is, we require that path p1 precedes path p2, i.e., p1 ≺ p2. Vertex v of link (u, v) is called its head. (If
vertex u is also the ﬁrst vertex of path p1, then we choose just one orientation of link (u, v), for instance again “from u
to v ” to deﬁne ≺.) If p1 ≺ p2 then we call path p1 left and path p2 right. We show below an example explaining the
use of this order in the proof. This partial order on paths of the system can be extended to a linear (total) order, which
we call path order. For example, the path order, when applied to the system of paths with stars in Fig. 1 can give us
p1 ≺ p3 ≺ p2 ≺ p4. Observe here that link (u1, v3) has been oriented from u1 to v3, but the opposite orientation is
also ﬁne.
We form now one big path P by connecting consecutive paths according to the path order as follows: for any two
consecutive paths p1 and p2 in the path order, i.e., p1 ≺ p2, we identify the end-vertex of path p1 with the ﬁrst vertex
of path p2. In doing so from the left to the right (p1 is put to the left of p2), it is important that the right path p2 is put
such that its ﬁrst vertex, if it is its head, is put leftmost. Fig. 2 shows P resulting from connecting paths p1, p2, p3, p4
in Fig. 1 from left to right using path order p1 ≺ p3 ≺ p2 ≺ p4, and neglecting the stars hanging from the internal
vertices of the paths. Observe, that, e.g., path p2 has been put such that its ﬁrst vertex u1 (i.e., its head), and not uk , is
leftmost. The same applies to path p4 and its ﬁrst vertex v3, which is the head of link (u1, v3).
Now, we can color P as in the proof of Lemma 2. However, this could cause some conﬂicts, when a vertex of some
path is colored with the same color as the end of an incident link. Let s be the ﬁrst leftmost position in P where such
a conﬂict appears, i.e., there is a conﬂict via a link between s and a vertex, say t, in a preceding path. We can avoid
the conﬂict by replacing the colors of all vertices of P starting from position s, with the colors of their right neighbors.
Suppose, for example, that the initial coloring of P was as in Fig. 2, i.e., c(v1) = 1, c(u1) = 1, c(u2) = 2, c(u3) = 3,
and so on (this may not actually correspond to a coloring output by the proof of Lemma 2). The leftmost position s
in P with a conﬂict is u1: c(v1) = 1, c(u1) = 1, and there is a link (v1, u1). We start replacing colors by their right
neighbors’ colors starting from vertex s = u1: u1 gets color 2, u2 gets 3, u3 gets 4, and so on; this is depicted with
arrows in Fig. 2. By the path order, we know that u1 corresponds in fact to two vertices: the end vertex of path p3 and
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the ﬁrst vertex of path p2 (i.e., head of link (v1, u1)), and the conﬂict link (v1, u1) goes from the left to u1. We use this
fact in the way that the end vertex of p3 keeps its color 1, but u1 gets the new color 2.
This gives a valid coloring, since the connection between colors 1 and 2 that was realized via edge (u1, u2) is now
realized via link (v1, u1), and there are no new conﬂicts. Also, we do not lose any of the existing connections between
the colors. For example, the connection between color 1 and the color of vertex w is preserved since the end vertex of
p3 keeps its color 1. But now the new leftmost conﬂict position s is uk = v3: c(u1) = 2, c(uk) = 2 and there is a link
(u1, v3). Again, we start replacing colors by their right neighbors’ colors starting from vertex uk: v3 now gets a new
color as being the ﬁrst vertex of path p4, and the head of link (u1, v3), but uk keeps its old color 2, and so on.
We continue this procedure until there are no conﬂicts. The procedure can easily be implemented to run in polynomial
time. This procedure can also be implemented to run in linear time by pointer manipulations, but we will not need this
in the paper.
The partial order can easily be computed in linear time. Observe, that the partial order on the paths is a directed
acyclic graph (a dag), where the vertices are paths of the system, and links play a role of arcs. Thus, the total size
(the number of vertices plus the number of arcs) of the dag is O(|S|). Therefore, we can extend the partial order to a
linear order using the topological sort in time O(|S|) (see [6]). Computing P thus takes linear time as well. We have,
therefore, proved the following lemma.
Lemma 3. There is a polynomial time algorithm which ﬁnds an optimal complete coloring of any system of paths in
which each link is incident on the beginning vertex of some path. That is, if the system is given as a family of paths
{p1, . . . , pk}, then the coloring is optimal with respect to the edges in E(p1) ∪ · · · ∪ E(pk).
Remark. Note, that links are the edges that do not belong to a given system of paths, see the deﬁnition of a system
of paths with trees. Furthermore note, that the optimality of the coloring in Lemma 3 is only with respect to the edges
that belong to the system of paths, that is, links are not counted here.
Remark. Lemma 3 will be used to deal with the coloring of arbitrary trees in Section 6. We will deﬁne a different path
order to deal with conﬂicts in Section 4 with coloring bounded degree trees.
4. Coloring bounded degree trees
4.1. Deﬁning a new path order
Suppose, we are given a system S of paths (with stars, possibly) in which each link is incident on the beginning
of some path. We now deﬁne a partial order ≺ on paths of the system, that is, different from the one used in the last
section, and it will help us in avoiding the conﬂicts.
Let us consider a path p of our system, such that there is a vertex u on p with links: (u, v1), . . . , (u, vj ) (this is the
set of all links incident on u). Let p(u, vi) = p denote the path of the system with vertex vi , for i = 1, . . . , j . For any
path p of the system and any vertex u on p, if j > 1, we require that the number of paths preceding p among the paths
p(u, v1), . . . , p(u, vj ) is at most one, i.e., #{p(u, vi) : p(u, vi) ≺ p, i ∈ {1, . . . , j}}1.
Let us observe that this partial order always exists. Namely, let us pick any path, say p, from system S and let path
p be the ﬁrst (minimal) in the deﬁned order. Now, if there are paths p(u, v1), . . . , p(u, vj ) for p as deﬁned above, we
deﬁne ≺ by letting p ≺ p(u, vi) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , j}. In this way we are done with path p. We repeat this operation
recursively for system S \ p. Observe that we will succeed since a system of paths is a subgraph of a tree.
The deﬁned partial order on paths of the system can as before be extended to a linear (total) order, which we call
now a new path order. In this section we will exclusively use this new path order. For example, the new path order,
when applied to the system of paths with stars in Fig. 1 can give us p1 ≺ p2 ≺ p3 ≺ p4. We will form one big path
P by connecting consecutive paths according to the path order as follows: for any two consecutive paths in the path
order, we identify the end-vertex of the ﬁrst path with the ﬁrst vertex of the second path. Fig. 3 shows P resulting from
connecting paths p1, p2, p3, p4 in Fig. 1 from left to right using path order p1 ≺ p2 ≺ p3 ≺ p4, and neglecting the
stars hanging from the internal vertices of the paths.
We now give a very rough idea of how the new path order will be used in avoiding the conﬂicts due to links in this
section. Suppose path P in Fig. 3 has already been colored from the left up to vertex w. We now want to color the rest
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Fig. 3. An illustration of the new path order.
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Fig. 4. Cases for ﬁnding a system of paths with stars in a tree.
of P to the right of w. Suppose we know that we may use colors from some set, say C, for this purpose. Then, if a color
c ∈ C gives conﬂict on v2 and on v3, i.e., c(u1) = c, then there is no conﬂict with u1 if we color v2, v3 with any color
in C \ {c} ! (The precise description is in the Coloring-2 phase of our algorithm in Section 4.3.3.)
Observe, that this simple fact is not true if, e.g., P has already been colored from the right up to w, and we want to
color the rest of P. Then if c ∈ C gives a conﬂict on u1, i.e., say, c(v2) = c, then we cannot now color u1 with any
color in C \ {c}, because there may be is c′ ∈ C \ {c} such that c(v3) = c′.
4.2. Finding systems of paths
We show below how to ﬁnd a large system of paths with stars in a given tree. Note, that we do not assume that the
tree is of bounded degree here.
Lemma 4. In any given tree T = (V ,E), there exists a system S of paths with stars consisting of at least 12 · |E| + 1
edges. Moreover, each link in S is incident on the ﬁrst vertex of some path.
Proof. Throughout the proof, we assume that T is rooted at an arbitrary vertex. By induction on the height h(T ) of
tree T, we show that there exists a system S of paths with stars, such that one of the paths in S begins at the root of T
and |E(S)| 12 · |E| + 1.
If h(T )2, then among all possible cases of trees T, the worst case is shown in Fig. 4(a). Let k be the degree of the
root of T. We assume that k2, since the other cases are straightforward. System S is built with all edges of T, except
the edges e2, e3, . . . , ek (these are links). So |E(S)| = k + 1, |E| = 2k, and |E(S)| = ((k + 1)/2k)|E| 12 |E| + 1.
Note, that the case of h(T ) = 2 shows that the bound of 12 |E| edges in a system is essentially asymptotically tight.
Assume, that h(T )3. We consider the case in Fig. 4(b). The case when k = 1 is simple since we only need to add to
S one extra edge (edge e1), without increasing the number of edges of T that are not used in S. Assume that k2, and
that w.l.o.g. all the trees Ti are non-empty. Let Si be the system for Ti , for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, with |E(Si )| 12 |E(Ti)|+1.
The system S is built as the union of all Si for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, edge e1 and the root (edges e2, . . . , ek are links). In this
case we have |E(S)| = |E(S1)| + · · · + |E(Sk)| + 1, so from the induction assumption we have
|E(S)| 12 (|E(T1)| + · · · + |E(Tk)|) + k + 1
= 12 (|E(T1)| + · · · + |E(Tk)| + k) − k · 12 + k + 1 12 |E| + 1. 
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Lemma 4 also gives a simple recursive algorithm to compute a system of paths with stars: given a tree with root r,
compute recursively the systems of paths for each subtree of r and output the union of these systems and one of the
edges incident on r.
Remark. The above recursive algorithm to compute a system of pathswith stars does not pay any attention to extracting
stars from the input tree. We note that we do not need the presence of the stars in the algorithm in Section 4.3. In fact, as
we have seen before, it is very easy to color paths, but the presence of stars only makes the problem more complicated.
It is a challenge now how to use the stars. In this section, we assume that the tree has bounded degree, which means
that if there are stars, they are small. This is one of the main facts exploited in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
Remark. The above recursive algorithm can be used to compute the new path order in linear time. We just place the
path which will contain edge e1 (see Fig. 4(b)) as the very ﬁrst in the order, then we recursively place all the paths
from subtree T1, next all the paths from subtrees T2, T3, . . . , Tk . It is easy to argue by induction that this order is
compatible with the deﬁned new path order. It is interesting to notice that this procedure will also produce an order that
is compatible with the old path order from Section 3.
4.3. The algorithm
Let T = (V ,E) be a tree with maximum degree at most d, and let k = max{p : (p2)  12 |E|}. So k
√
1
2
√
2|E|. Let
h : N −→ R+ be a function such that h(k) = O(d) < k.
We design an algorithm that ﬁnds a complete coloring of T with at least
√
1
2 · (T ) − h(k) colors. The al-
gorithm is quite complex and is a non-trivial generalization of the algorithm from Lemma 2. Therefore, we de-
scribe this algorithm using a top-down approach, starting from intuitions and ideas and gradually making them more
precise.
4.3.1. General ideas and notions
First, we describe some ideas behind the algorithm and deﬁne some notions that we will need. We compute in T a
system S of paths with stars using Lemma 4. We will take paths with stars from S according to the new path order
deﬁned in Section 4.1, and concatenate them to form a big path P with stars.
As in the proof of Lemma 2, our algorithm will proceed in stages. Each stage will add two new colors. The subpath
of the spine of P together with its stars used by a stage to add two new colors l+1, l+2 is called a segment (l+1, l+2).
The colors l + 1 and l + 2 are called segment colors, while the colors 1, 2, . . . , l are called non-segment colors for
segment (l + 1, l + 2). The vertices of segment (l + 1, l + 2) with segment (resp. non-segment) colors are called
segment (resp. non-segment) vertices. During the coloring of segment (l + 1, l + 2), we have to guarantee connections
between the segment colors and non-segment ones. As in the proof of Lemma 2, we assume that the end-vertex of a
segment is the beginning vertex of the next segment, each segment begins and ends with a vertex with color 1, and that
the consecutive positions (vertices of the spine) of the segment are numbered by consecutive integers 1, 2, 3, . . .. We
note that a segment (l + 1, l + 2) will be formed on adding two new colors l + 1 and l + 2. That is, the connection
needs of these two colors will determine the segment. More precisely, we will ﬁrst assign colors only to the spine of the
segment (see the Fixing positions phase below) without using vertices of the stars. Then, we will precisely determine
an end-vertex of the segment by taking into account the stars, that is, some of the connections between the colors will
be realized using also stars. This will allow us to shorten the spine needed for the segment by using vertices in the stars.
This is done in the phase called Balancing-1.
At the beginning we can assume that color 1 has been assigned to the ﬁrst vertex of P. Then we will show how to
color P segment by segment, i.e., how to color the consecutive segments (l + 1, l + 2) for l = 1, 3, 5, . . .. (Note, that
it sufﬁces to only consider the case of l being odd. This can be justiﬁed as follows. Suppose that (l′ + 1, l′ + 2) is the
last segment that we will color, for some odd l′ ∈ {1, 3, 5, . . .}. Thus, the last color that we will take into account in the
coloring will be l′ + 2, which is odd. Now, if the number of colors we should use in the coloring happens to be even,
we may lose the last color. This will only worsen our approximation guarantee by an additional additive 1, which can
be hidden behind the h function in our approximation guarantee.)
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For each color i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 2}, deﬁne the following set:
K(i) =
{ {i + 1, i + 2, . . . , k} if i is odd,
{i + 2, i + 3, . . . , k} if i is even.
K(i) is intended to contain all the segment colors of the segments that should contain i as a non-segment color: for
example if i is odd, then segments (i+1, i+2), (i+3, i+4), (i+5, i+6), . . ., should contain color i as a non-segment
color. The sets K(i) will be changing during the course of the algorithm. For the precise description of the use of sets
K(i), see phase Balancing-2 in Section 4.3.3.
We deﬁne a sack Q to be a set of pairs (x, y) of colors such that x = y. Intuitively, Q will contain pairs of colors
such that we have to still guarantee connections for these pairs. These connections will be realized in the last phase of
the algorithm. We need also a variable waste to count the number of edges that we lose (i.e., do not use effectively) in
the coloring.
4.3.2. Steps of the algorithm: outline
We now give a rough description of the steps of our algorithm. Using Lemma 4 ﬁnd in T a system of paths S with
stars with at least 12 · |E| edges. Set Q to an empty set and waste to zero.
We show how to color all the segments by interleaving the phases for coloring a single segment and dynamically
choosing paths from S in the new path order. Assume that we have colored all the previous segments (i, i + 1) of P
for i = 2, 4, 6, . . . , l − 2, and thus we have taken into account all the connections among the colors 1, 2, . . . , l − 1,
where l is even. (Observe that by our assumption in Section 4.3.1 a segment (l′ + 1, l′ + 2) has l′ being odd, and so its
second segment color is l′ + 2 which is also odd. Since now the last segment of the coloring with colors 1, 2, . . . , l − 1
is segment (l − 2, l − 1), l must be even.) From now on we describe how to color the next segment (l, l + 1), i.e., we
have to realize the connections between segment colors l, l + 1 and non-segment colors 1, 2, . . . , l − 1.
Coloring next segment (l, l + 1): If l = 2 then we take the minimal (w.r.t. the new path order) path with stars in
S. Take some next (following the new path order) paths with stars from system S, that will sufﬁce to color the whole
segment (l, l + 1). (How many paths do we need to take from S? This depends on how many and how large stars
are rooted at these paths. The precise number follows by computing the end position, called q, of segment (l, l + 1)
in phase Balancing-1.) Concatenate these paths one by one. This concatenation is done by identifying the end-vertex
with the ﬁrst vertex of any two consecutive paths w.r.t. the new path order. In some cases we will need to change this
concatenation by reversing some of the paths. This will allow us to avoid some of the conﬂicts and will be called to
improve the concatenation, see the Fixing positions phase below. We call a segment the portion of the big path composed
with these concatenated paths. These paths are also called segment paths.
We give now an outline of the main steps of the algorithm for coloring the next segment (l, l + 1). These steps are
described in detail in Section 4.3.3.
(1) Fixing positions: In this step we deﬁne the segment and non-segment positions on the spine of the segment in a
way that allows us to avoid conﬂicts due to coloring in the Coloring-1 phase below. We perform here improvements
of the concatenation. In this phase we use the fact that each link is incident on the ﬁrst vertex of some path in
the system.
(2) Balancing: In this step we also take into account the stars centered on the vertices of the spine. Observe, that
the positions on the spine deﬁned in the previous step form a sequence v1v2v3 . . ., where vertex v1 has color 1,
segment positions have the following colors: c(vi) = l, c(vi+2) = l+1, for i = 2, 6, 10, 14, . . ., and the remaining
positions are non-segment. The purpose of the balancing is to set up a correct end position for segment (l, l+1), by
taking into account the stars centered in segment positions. The main idea is that some of the connections between
the segment and non-segment colors can be realized using these stars. Moreover, this step ensures roughly the
same number of edges in stars centered in segment positions with color l (positions 2, 6, 10, . . .), and of edges in
stars centered in segment positions with color l + 1 (positions 4, 8, 12, . . .).
(3) Coloring: In this phase we assign colors to the positions of the spine and to vertices of the stars in a way that allows
us to avoid conﬂicts. Some connections between the colors will be collected into set Q (they cannot be realized
immediately).
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Fig. 5. Improving the concatenation in the Fixing positions phase.
(4) Last step: This step realizes the missing color connections from set Q in a greedy manner. It is performed only
after we have executed the above three steps on all the segments (l, l + 1) for l = 2, 4, 6, . . . . Our analysis will
show that the ﬁnal size of Q is not too large.
4.3.3. All the details
We now present a detailed description of the main part of our algorithm, called Coloring next segment (l, l + 1).
Fixing positions: The goal of this phase is to deﬁne the segment and non-segment positions (vertices), such that if
there is a link between one segment path and the ﬁrst vertex v of a second segment path, then v is assigned a non-segment
position.
We deﬁne preliminary segment and non-segment positions on the spine of the segment as in the proof of Lemma 2:
• Set segment positions (colors) l, l + 1 on the even positions of the spine.
• Set color 1 on positions 1 and 2l, and segment color l + 1 on position 2l − 1.
• Set non-segment positions (colors) 2, 3, . . . , l − 1 on the remaining positions of the spine.
Let p1 and p2 be any two segment paths, such that p1 has a link e from a vertex z of p1 to the beginning vertex v1 of
p2. Let v1, v2, . . . , vk be the consecutive vertices of p2, and v be the last vertex on p1 (see Fig. 5(a) for an example).
Suppose v1 is assigned a segment position. If p2 has an odd length, then improve the concatenation of the segment
paths, by reversing p2. That is, if path p2 has been put in the concatenation of the segment paths s.t. vertex v1 was
preceding vertex vk (i.e., v1 was to the left of vk), then reversing p2 means putting path p2 in the concatenation in a
reversed order, i.e., vk will now be to the left of v1. In the example of Fig. 5(a) this means that paths p1 and p2 (p1 ≺ p2)
were consecutive paths in the concatenation and v1 was identiﬁed with v before reversing p2, and we identify vertices
v and vk as a result of reversing p2.
If p2 is of even length, and v1 is assigned a segment position, then proceed as follows. If there is a star of size at least
one centered at v1, then make an end-vertex, say w, of this star, the ﬁrst vertex of path p2: identify v and w (improving
the concatenation) (see Fig. 5(b)). If there is no star centered at v1, and there is a star of size at least one centered at v2,
with (v2, w) being any incident star edge, then:
(1) If p1 and p2 are located within segment (l, l + 1), and if z has a segment position (color l or l + 1), then identify
v and w (improving the concatenation), and treat edge (v2, v1) as a new star of size one (Fig. 5(c)).
(2) Ifp1 is located in some previous segment than (l, l+1), and if z has been already coloredwith color c(z) ∈ {l, l+1},
then “improve the concatenation” by performing operations analogous to Step 1 (as in Fig. 5(c)).
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If there are no stars with centers at v1 and at v2, then identify v2 and v (improving the concatenation), and treat edge
(v2, v1) as a new star of size one. Thus, v2 is in each case assigned a segment position and v1 a non-segment position.
We will color all the segment positions with colors l and l + 1. It follows that there will be no conﬂicts, since for
each link at least one of its end-vertices has a non-segment position. Throughout the algorithm we use the following
easy observations (applicable also for coloring in the proof of Lemma 2): if we permute arbitrarily non-segment colors,
then we will still obtain a valid coloring of segment (l, l + 1); and secondly, we can exchange the two segment colors
l, l + 1 obtaining a valid coloring (see Observation 1).
Balancing: We want to color segment (l, l + 1). We ﬁrst determine an end-position of this segment (position on
the spine).
Balancing-1: Let N(j) = {i : j ∈ K(i)} for j ∈ {l, l + 1} and let W(l, l + 1) = N(l) ∩ N(l + 1). Note, that
W(l, l + 1) is the set of all non-segment colors for segment (l, l + 1), that still need connections with both l and l + 1.
Let 0(p, q), for some segment positions p < q, denote the sum of the sizes of all stars centered at positions
p′ ∈ {p, p + 1, . . . , q} of segment (l, l + 1) such that p′ ≡ 0mod 4, and let 2(p, q) denote an analogous sum for
positions p′ ∈ {p, p + 1, . . . , q} such that p′ ≡ 2mod 4. 0(p, q) (2(p, q), respectively) denotes the total size of all
stars centered at the segment positions on the spine between p and q with color l + 1 (l, respectively). Note that in the
size of the star we do not count the two incident edges that are part of the spine.
Given any position p′ of segment (l, l + 1) let (p′) = 0(1, p′) − 2(1, p′). Given a position p′ of segment
(l, l + 1), we deﬁne p′′ = (p′)p′ to be the smallest position such that (p′′)(p′)/2 if (p′)0, and such that
(p′′)(p′)/2 if (p′) < 0. That is,
(p′) =
⎧⎨
⎩
min{p′′ : 1p′′p′ and (p′′) (p′)2 } if (p′)0,
min{p′′ : 1p′′p′ and (p′′) (p′)2 } if (p′) < 0.
Notice, that if we exchange the segment colors l and l + 1 starting from the position (p′), for an appropriate p′, and
proceeding to the right, then we can guarantee roughly the same total size of stars centered at colors l and l + 1 (this
will be done in Balancing-2 below).
As the end of the segment we take the minimum position number q, such that
2|W(l, l + 1)| + 2d − 4q − 1 + 0(1, q − 1) + 2(1, q − 1).
This means that there are enough vertices in the spine positions {1, . . . , q} and in the stars centered at segment positions
to ensure the connections between the colors l, l + 1 and the colors in W(l, l + 1) (we actually reserve 2d − 4 extra
vertices that will compensate for the balancing). We set
Q ← Q ∪ {(a, l) : a ∈ N(l) \ W(l, l + 1)} ∪ {(b, l + 1) : b ∈ N(l + 1) \ W(l, l + 1)}. (1)
Recall, that this means that connections between the color pairs (a, l), (b, l + 1) ∈ Q will be realized later in Step Last
step at the end of our algorithm.
Balancing-2: Now, we perform balancing: exchange segment colors l and l + 1 on all segment positions to the
right of the position (q − 1). Let l′ ∈ {l, l + 1} be the color of the ﬁrst position to the right of (q − 1). Set
Q ← Q ∪ {(l′, c((q − 1)))}.
Coloring: We ﬁrst give the intuition behind the coloring steps. The stars with centers in segment vertices will be
used to shorten the segment. Namely, we can skip a colored fragment (l) − (x) − (l + 1) − (y) − (l) of the spine if
we ﬁnd some segment vertices with stars such that some of them have color l and some color l + 1. We just assign
colors l, l + 1 to centers of the stars, and colors x, y to appropriate end-vertices of the stars. To use stars with centers
in segment vertices economically, the balancing above guarantees roughly the same number (±(2d − 4)) of edges of
the stars for the segment’s vertices with color l, and for the segment’s vertices with color l + 1.
Stars with centers in non-segment vertices will be used to reduce the sizes of the sets K(i), i.e., some of the segment
colors to which color i has to be adjacent will be handled by such stars. More precisely, set K(i) can be considered as
the set of segment colors: j ∈ K(i) means that color i should appear (as a non-segment color) in a segment in which
j is a segment color. But possibly we can realize the connection (i, j) before j becomes a segment color: before we
start coloring segment (j, j + 1), if we ﬁnd a star with a center colored by i, we will color end-vertices of the star
with the greatest colors from K(i) and delete them from K(i). This trick is crucial as it lets us reduce the number of
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non-segment colors that we have to consider during the coloring of segment (j, j + 1) and lets us estimate |Q| and the
value of waste. Now, we describe the coloring in more detail.
Coloring-1: Color all the segment positions on the spine with colors l, l + 1.
Coloring-2: Color all non-segment positions on the spine of segment (l, l+1) and on the end-vertices of the stars with
colors from W(l, l + 1). The coloring is performed dynamically to avoid conﬂicts: take the consecutive non-segment
colors from W(l, l + 1) in an arbitrary order and put them on arbitrary non-segment spine positions or end-vertices of
the stars (called non-segment positions as well). If c ∈ W(l, l + 1) causes a conﬂict on a non-segment position u via a
link, then color u with any other color from W(l, l + 1), avoiding the conﬂict. If c gives conﬂicts on each non-segment
position, then put all other non-segment colors (i.e., colors remaining in W(l, l + 1)) on those positions, and add (c, l),
(c, l + 1) to Q, and set waste ← waste + 3.
If, during the improvement step of the ﬁxing positions phase one identiﬁes two vertices, say s and t, such that there
are links (s, x) and (t, x) for a vertex x, then this may cause a conﬂict for two non-segment colors c and c′: one cannot
color x neither with c nor with c′. There may be several such conﬂicting positions x within segment (l, l + 1). In this
case, proceed analogously as above: if there is a conﬂict for c, c′ on each such position x, then put on those positions
other non-segment colors, add (c, l), (c, l + 1), (c′, l), (c′, l + 1) to sack Q, and set waste ← waste + 6.
Note, that it is crucial in the Coloring-2 step that we have imposed the new path order on the segment paths. Given a
non-segment color c ∈ W(l, l + 1), there cannot be a conﬂict for c via a link going within the segment (this is because
within one segment all non-segment colors are pairwise distinct, and the two segment colors l, l + 1 are also distinct
from c). Thus, there might occur a conﬂict for c via a link going from the current segment to some previous colored
segment. But then, the new path order allows us to argue as in the Coloring-2 step.
Coloring-3: Put segment colors from the sets K(i) on end-vertices of the non-segment stars: if i is a non-segment
color on the vertex-center of a star, then assign to the end-vertices v of the star the greatest colors from K(i), and
delete these colors from K(i). If some color c ∈ K(i) gives a conﬂict on some v via a link, then put c on some other
end-vertex of the star. If c gives conﬂicts on all end-vertices of the star, then continue with the next greatest color in
K(i), delete it from K(i) and if |K(i)| = 1, then set waste ← waste + d − 1. This completes the description of the
coloring of segment (l, l + 1).
Last step: (This step is performed after all the segments have been colored.) Realize connections from Q: greedily
use every third edge from the spine to the right of the end-position of the last colored segment. We select |Q| such
edges on the spine, and then each pair of colors (x, y) ∈ Q is assigned to the end vertices of one such edge. This will
cause no conﬂicts, since we only use every third edge from the spine. This completes the description of our algorithm
for bounded degree trees.
Remark. The reader might have a concern at this point to as whether the algorithm will have enough edges to realize
all the connections between all the colors? This in fact is not a problem, since our analysis ﬁrst shows that the algorithm
uses say g(k) edges in total, where k is the total number of used colors, and then our guarantee is the maximum number
of colors k′ such that g(k′) is at most the number of available edges. (See the proof of Theorem 1.)
4.4. Analysis of the algorithm
Theorem 1. Let T = (V ,E) be any tree with maximum degree at most d = d(|V |) (d1). Given T, the above
algorithm produces a complete coloring of T with at least 1√
2
· (T ) − h(d) colors, where h(d) = 15 · d − 3.5. The
algorithm can be implemented to run in O(|E|) time.
The above theorem will be proved through the following sequence of lemmas. The proofs of the lemmas will be
presented subsequently.
Lemma 5. The above algorithm produces a complete coloring with respect to the colors that are used.
Lemma 6. There are no conﬂicts in the produced coloring, and moreover the variable “waste" is correctly updated
during the algorithm.
Lemma 7. The total number of wasted edges is upper bounded by (15 · d − 72 ) · k.
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Lemma 8. The above algorithm can be implemented to run in linear time in the unit cost RAM model.
We ﬁrst prove Theorem 1 using the above four lemmas, and then proceed with proofs of the lemmas.
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that c is the total number of colors used by the algorithm. By Lemmas 5 and 6, the
coloring is correct. This means that there is a connection between each pair of distinct colors, and there is no connection
between a pair of vertices colored with the same color. By the deﬁnition of k, the total number of available edges is
at most
(
k
2
)
. If k was the number of colors used, then by Lemma 7, the algorithm would use
(
k
2
) + (15 · d − 72 ) · k
edges. Thus, if c is the real number of colors used, then the number of edges used by the algorithm is at most(
c
2
)+ (15 ·d − 72 ) · c. Setting h(k) = 15d −3.5, it is easy to observe that h(k)1, which holds for every k, is equivalent
to
(
k−h(k)
2
)+ h(k) · (k − h(k))(k2), for every k. Thus, the number of colors c we have used is at least k − h(k). Now
recall, that k
√
1
2
√
2|E|, and thus k − h(k)
√
1
2
√
2|E| − h(k) 1√
2
(T ) − h(k). The linear running time follows
by Lemma 8. 
Proof of Lemma 5. The algorithm produces a coloring such that for each pair of colors used, it guarantees an edge
connection between them. To see this just observe that in a phase of coloring a segment (l, l + 1), the algorithm
guarantees connections between each pair (c1, c2) of colors such that c1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l − 1} and c2 ∈ {l, l + 1}.
However, some of these connections may be realized in the last step of the algorithm, when it realizes the connections
from the sack Q. More formally, we proceed by induction on l: if we assume we have colored all the previous segments
(i, i+1) for i = 2, 4, 6, . . . , l−2, then we have taken into account all the connections among the colors 1, 2, . . . , l−1.
Some of them may have been added to Q. We present now some observations that need to be used in the induction step.
The following observation is straightforward after we have established segment and non-segment positions in the
ﬁxing positions phase and put on them segment and non-segment colors.
Observation 1. If we permute arbitrarily non-segment colors on odd positions 3, 5, 7, . . . within the segment,
then we will still obtain a valid coloring of segment (l, l + 1). Second, we can exchange the two segment colors
l, l + 1, still obtaining a valid coloring.
The above observation will also be used in other parts of the algorithm (for instance in the balancing phase).
Note that from the balancing phase it follows that while coloring segment (l, l+1), we take into account only colors
from the intersection of N(l) and N(l+1). The remaining colors a ∈ N(l)\W(l, l+1) and b ∈ N(l+1)\W(l, l+1)
are added to the sack Q. Furthermore, the end of the segment is a position q such that 2|W(l, l+1)|+2d −4q −1+
0(1, q − 1)+2(1, q − 1). This lets us realize the connections between l, l + 1 and (q − 1)/2 colors from W(l, l + 1)
using positions on the spine, and the rest of these connections using end-vertices of the stars centered at segment
positions of the spine of segment (l, l + 1). In the balancing phase, a fragment of the spine near position (q − 1),
before the Balancing-2 step, looks either like (l)− (c′)− (l + 1) or like (l + 1)− (c′)− (l), where c′ = c((q − 1)) is
a non-segment color on the position (q − 1). After the Balancing-2 step, this fragment looks like (l) − (c′) − (l), or
respectively, it looks like (l + 1) − (c′) − (l + 1). Therefore, we have to guarantee later the connection (l + 1, c′) (in
this case l′ = l + 1) (or resp. (l, c′); in this case l′ = l), and so we add to the sack Q the pair (l + 1, c′) (or (l, c′)). 
Proof of Lemma 6. We will argue that there are no conﬂicts caused by links during coloring. In the ﬁxing positions
phase, we have ﬁxed the segment and non-segment positions, such that if there is a link between one segment path
and the ﬁrst vertex v of a second segment path, then v is assigned a non-segment position. In the ﬁrst coloring step,
Coloring-1, we color all the segment positions with colors l and l + 1. It follows that there will be no conﬂicts, since
for each link at least one of its end-vertices has a non-segment position, so it will be assigned a non-segment color.
The second coloring step, Coloring-2, has been performed such that it allows no conﬂicts.
Observe that in step Coloring-3, a conﬂict may appear due to Step 1 in the phase of ﬁxing positions, and we avoid
it by assigning the next greatest color of K(i). This in turn causes a “hole” in set K(i). But notice that the hole will
disappear in the next segment in which we use K(i) (or at least the “hole” will remain “a one element hole”). If this
conﬂict appears when |K(i)| = 1, then there is no next greatest element in K(i), and in this case we might loose one
star (for one color among 1, 2, . . . , k), so we set waste ← waste + d − 1, since d − 1 is the maximum size of a star.
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The last step in the algorithm was performed explicitly in a way that allows no conﬂicts.
Notice, moreover, that in the Coloring-2 stage we may waste at most 3 edges incident on a potential (not used)
position for the color c (two edges on the spine, and one of the edges of a star centered at this position), and at most 6
edges in case of conﬂict with two colors c, c′. So we set waste ← waste + 3, and waste ← waste + 6 in the other
case. Observe, that here we do not increment waste by d − 1, since we do not waste the whole star. 
Proof of Lemma 7. We will show now, that the algorithm wastes at most O(d) edges per segment/color.
In the Coloring-3 step of the algorithm we use the greatest element fromK(i). Note, that this ensures thatN(l+1) ⊆
N(l), and therefore no pair (b, l + 1) will be added to Q in Eq. (1) in the balancing phase. Moreover, this also shows
that for each color a ∈ {1, . . . , k}, there exists at most one segment color l, such that (a, l) will be added to sack Q.
This means that the size of Q may increase by one in each Balancing-1 phase, and the number of such phases, say b1, is
bounded by the number of segments, which is at most k/2. Observe that we also add one pair to Q in each Balancing-2
phase, and the number of such phases, say b2, is also bounded by the number of segments. Consider now how the
algorithm enlarges Q in the Coloring-2 phase. In the case when color c causes a conﬂict, the algorithm adds two pairs
to Q, and in the case when two colors c and c′ cause a conﬂict, four pairs are added to Q. Since the Coloring-2 phase
is performed once for each segment, this may increase the size of Q by at most 2k/2 + 4k/2. The size of Q does not
change in other parts of the algorithm. Thus, ﬁnally, the size of the sack Q can be upper bounded as follows:
|Q|b1 + b2 + 2k2 + 4
k
2
 k
2
+ k
2
+ 2k
2
+ 4k
2
= 4k.
The connections from the sack are realized at the end of the coloring: we use every third edge from the spine to the
right of the ending position of the last colored segment. In this way, we waste at most 3(d − 1) + 2 edges per edge
from Q (since after the last segment there can be many stars, and each of them may have size d − 1).
We estimate now the value of counter waste. In the Balancing-2 phase, the number of edges we waste, let us denote
it w1, is the absolute value of
 = 0(1, (q − 1)) + 2((q − 1) + 1, q − 1) − (2(1, (q − 1)) + 0((q − 1) + 1, q − 1)).
Claim. ||2d − 4.
Proof. We consider only the case when (q−1)0, since the other case is similar. We know that q ′ = (q−1)q−1
is the smallest position number such that (q ′)(q − 1)/2. The worst case is when (q ′ − 1) = (q − 1)/2 − 1 and
(q ′) = (q − 1)/2 − 1 + d − 1, since d − 1 is the maximum size of a star. Thus, (q ′)(q − 1)/2 + d − 2. From
the deﬁnition of , we have
(−2(q ′ + 1, q − 1) + 0(q ′ + 1, q − 1)) = (q − 1) − (q ′).
Hence,
 = (0(1, q ′) − 2(1, q ′)) + (2(q ′ + 1, q − 1) − 0(q ′ + 1, q − 1))
= (q ′) + (2(q ′ + 1, q − 1) − 0(q ′ + 1, q − 1))
= (q ′) + (−(q − 1) + (q ′)) = 2(q ′) − (q − 1)
 (q − 1) + 2(d − 2) − (q − 1) = 2(d − 2). 
Thus, by this claim and since there is one Balancing-2 phase for each segment, we have w1 || ·k/2(2d −4)k/2.
Observe further, that there may be a star rooted at position 1 within each segment whose edges are not used for the
coloring. If w2 denotes the number of edges wasted in such cases, then we can estimate w2(d − 1)k/2. Considering
phase Coloring-3, we may waste one star for each color among {1, . . . , k} in the case when K(i) = 1, see the proof
of Lemma 6. Let w3 denote the number of edges lost in those cases, then w3(d − 1)k. In the same proof of Lemma
6, we argue that we may lose 3 edges per segment in the case when color c causes a conﬂict in the Coloring-2 phase.
Also, we argue there that we may lose 6 edges per segment in the case when two colors c and c′ cause a conﬂict in the
Coloring-2 phase. The number of edges wasted in these two cases denoted by w4 is at most (3+ 6)k/2. Finally, notice
that we may also waste the edges in unused stars rooted at the segment vertex next to position (q −1) in the Balancing
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phase. With w5 being the number of wasted edges in those cases, we obtain w5(d − 1)k/2. This reasoning leads to
the following estimate on the size of counter waste:
waste  w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 + w5
 (2d − 4)k
2
+ (d − 1)k
2
+ (d − 1)k + (3 + 6)k
2
+ (d − 1)k
2
= (3d + 12 )k.
The total number of wasted edges is at most waste + (3(d − 1) + 2) · |Q|, and from the estimate above we have that
waste + (3(d − 1) + 2) · |Q|(3d + 12 )k + (3(d − 1) + 2) · 4k = (15d − 3.5)k. 
Proof of Lemma 8. It is not hard to see that the above algorithm has polynomial running time. It can also be imple-
mented to run in linear time. To give a linear time implementation of the algorithm in the unit cost RAM model, we
store K(i), i = 1, . . . , k, in a k × k array, where indices are the elements of sets K(i). Observe that k2 is still a linear
function of |E(P )| = (k2). We also maintain pointers to the greatest elements of sets K(i) in the array. We show that the
number of operations during coloring of segment (l, l + 1) is linear in the number of edges (vertices) of the segment.
We deal with the new path order using the recursive procedure from Lemma 4 (see second remark after the proof of
this lemma). The recursive procedure described in Lemma 4 to compute the system of paths in T, runs in linear time,
since it touches each vertex once and performs a constant number of operations associated with it. The steps for ﬁxing
positions can be performed in linear time as follows. Each path of our system is a double-linked list with pointers to its
ﬁrst and last element. Thus, to improve a concatenation one just manipulates the pointers to the ﬁrst and last elements
of these lists.
Sincewe can check in constant timewhether j ∈ K(i) and themaximumsize ofQ is 4k, computing setsN(l),N(l+1)
and W(l, l + 1) in the balancing phase can be performed in linear time. For balancing we can preprocess the arrays
containing the sizes of the stars centered at the segment positions by computing in linear time the preﬁx sums. Then for
each pair of positions p < q, we can ﬁnd the values of 0(p, q) and of 2(p, q) in constant time by simply subtracting
the corresponding preﬁx sums. So in order to compute the position (g − 1) it sufﬁces to traverse the spine once,
computing the current value of function . One more traversal sufﬁces then to exchange colors l and l + 1.
The dynamic coloring in the Coloring-2 phase can be performed in the following way. We go through the non-
segment positions. Let v be such a position. Then we check whether a current non-segment color c gives a conﬂict on
v. If not, then we assign color c to vertex v. Otherwise, we pick for v any other unused non-segment color. Thus, we
can charge each v with a constant number of operations.
In the Coloring-3 phase we have to use the next greatest element of K(i). If a current greatest element of K(i)
causes a conﬂict there, then we can always take the next greatest element instead of the ﬁrst (it sufﬁces to do this only
once), and we are guaranteed there is no conﬂict. And thus to maintain this, it sufﬁces to remember only a constant size
fragment with current greatest elements of each K(i). The ﬁnal realization of the connections of Q is done in linear
time, as well, since |Q|4k. 
By [8], the achromatic number of a tree with m edges and maximum degree at most (4m)1/4 is at least √m. Therefore
we may assume in Theorem 1, that d(4 · (|V | − 1))1/4. For instance, we can choose d(|V |) = O(log(|V |)), or even
d(|V |) = (4 · (|V | − 1))1/4. Since √2 < 1.414, we obtain from Theorem 1 the following.
Corollary 1. Let T be a tree with maximum degree at most d (d1). There is a linear time approximation algorithm
that computes a complete coloring of T with at least 11.414 ·(T ) − h(d) colors, where h(d) = 15 · d − 3.5.
5. Better algorithm for binary trees
Here, by a binary tree, we mean a tree with maximum degree 3. In this section we extend the algorithm of the
previous section and give an improved 1.118 ratio for binary trees.
As the path trees we allow stars of size one (tendrils) and additionally paths of length 2. Let a 2-tendril be a path of
length at most two. Each 2-tendril has its ﬁrst vertex as the root. We present an analogous lemma to Lemma 4.
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Fig. 6. (a)–(c): Some trees of height 2 and corresponding systems of paths. (d)–(e): Cases in the induction step for binary trees.
Lemma 9. In any binary tree T = (V ,E) there exists a system S of paths with 2-tendrils, consisting of at least
4
5 · |E| + 1 edges from E. Moreover, each link is incident on the ﬁrst vertex of some path.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 4. In the special cases shown in Fig. 6(a)–(c) the only case when
we have to skip an edge is (b). Moreover, similar to the formula in the proof of Lemma 4, we prove by induction that
|S| 45 · |E| + 1. The cases that need to be considered in the induction step are shown in Fig. 6(d) and (e). 
Theorem 2. There is an asymptotic 1.118-approximation linear time algorithm for the achromatic number problem
on binary trees. Given a binary tree T, the algorithm produces a complete coloring of T with at least
1
1.118
·(T ) − O(1)
colors.
Proof. We use Lemma 9 to compute a system of paths with 2-tendrils, consisting of at least 45 of the number of edges
of our tree. Then the algorithm and the proof follow basically the algorithm of Section 4 and the proof of Theorem 1
in case when all stars have size at most 1, i.e., they are tendrils. In what follows, we will only describe the parts and
aspects of the previous proof that must now be altered. The main difference is that we now have also 2-tendrils of length
two. For such two 2-tendrils: (v1) − (v2) − (v3) and (w1) − (w2) − (w3), if v1, w1 are at segment positions, then we
use them to shorten the segment. We just take a colored fragment (l)− (x)− (l + 1)− (y)− (l) like in Section 4, and
assign the following colors: c(v2) ← x, c(w2) ← y and l, l + 1, respectively, to vi, wi (i = 1, 3).
In the balancing phase, the formula for 0(p, q) changes in that we add to its previous value 1 for each 2-tendril
rooted on the spine segment position between p and q with color l + 1, and add 1 for each 2-tendril rooted on the spine
segment position in that range with color l. An analogous change is needed for the formula of 2(p, q). Notice, that
then in the balancing we will exchange segment colors l, l + 1 not only on the spine, but also on each 2-tendril rooted
on segment positions to the right of (q − 1).
Moreover, in the algorithm of Section 4, we use the setsK(i)more carefully. Namely, we pair all the colors {i : K(i)}
= {1, 2, . . . , k}, obtaining (1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6), . . .. For each such pair (i1, i2), we want the greatest elements: t1 of
K(i1) and t2 of K(i2) to be “close to each other”. We achieve this in the following way.
(1) If once we assign t1 to the end of some tendril rooted at a vertex with color i1, and we meet another tendril t ′ rooted
at a vertex with the same color, then we permute the non-segment colors assigning to the root of t ′ color i2 instead
of i1 (see Observation 1) and we assign t2 to the end of t ′, and delete t2 from K(i2).
(2) Now assume we ﬁnd a 2-tendril t ′′ = (v1) − (v2) − (v3) with c(v1) = i1. If currently t1 = t2, then we assign:
c(v2) ← t1 and c(v3) ← i2. If t1 = t2 + 1, then we assign c(v2) ← t2 and c(v3) ← i2. This causes a “hole” in
set K(i1), and such a hole will be repaired if we ﬁnd a tendril s rooted at color i1 (if s is rooted at some another
non-segment color, then we permute and assign i1 to its root), then we simply assign t1 to the end of s. If we
do not ﬁnd such s, before ﬁnding some other 2-tendrils t ′′, then this will reduce K(i1) and K(i2), enlarging the
hole in K(i1). But notice, that for each pair (i1, i2), there is at most one hole. Thus, we will add to Q at most one
connection for one pair (i1, i2). So we can use a similar argumentation like in the proof of Theorem 1 to bound the
size of sack Q and counter waste.
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It is easy to check that the above will not affect our previous analysis in Section 4. To see that the algorithm can be
implemented in linear time, we use similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1, and we notice, that the above
“hole” is maintained by the algorithm such that it has constant size. 
6. Coloring arbitrary trees
In this section we give a 2-approximation algorithm for arbitrary trees. Let T = (V ,E) be a given tree, and |E| = m.
If v ∈ V is an internal node of T, then star(v) denotes the set of all leaf edges incident on v. Let (T ) = k, and  be
any complete coloring of T with k colors. By E′ ⊆ E we denote a set of essential edges for , which for each pair of
different colors i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} contains one edge linking a vertex colored with i and a vertex colored with j. Notice
that |E′| = (k2). Now we proceed with an easy observation.
Observation 2. For each rk and any internal vertices v1, . . . , vr ∈ V we have
| ∪ri=1 star(vi) ∩ E′|(k − 1) + (k − 2) + · · · + (k − r) =
(k − 1) + (k − r)
2
· r
for any E′ as deﬁned above.
This observation follows from the fact that centers of stars star(vi) can be colored with at most r colors, so each
one of the edges in ∪ri=1star(vi) has one of its end-points colored with one of these r colors.
We now describe our coloring algorithm. We say that a color l is saturated if during the coloring, color l has edge
connections with each other color.
An outline of the algorithm is as follows. We ﬁrst bound the cardinality of the set of essential edges—see the
beginning of Section 6. This will be used to precisely relate the number of involved edges and the number of used
colors. Then, if there are only few leaf edges, i.e., there are many, relatively long paths, we use Lemma 3 to color a
large system of paths. Otherwise, if there are many leaf edges, i.e., there are many stars, we use an alternative method
that exploits the stars.
We now give the detailed description of the algorithm. We bound the cardinality of the set of essential edges via the
following procedure.
• Set m¯ ← m, and for each edge e ∈ E, mark e “good”.
• Proc(1): Set k ← max{i : (i2) m¯}.• repeat
Select a maximum size star star(v) (v ∈ V ) and unmark one
of its marked edges.
• untilCond(1): For each set of r (rk) stars inT the number of edges marked “good” is at most (k−1)+(k−r)2 ·r .• Set m¯ to the number of marked edges.
• End Proc(1).
• If (k2) > m¯, then go to Proc(1).
After the procedure stops, we replace tree T with a tree containing only the edges marked “good”. The algorithm
proceeds now by considering the following two cases.
(1) If #(leaf edges of T ) 34 m¯, then compute a system of paths S in T using the recursive procedure from Lemma 4,
and color S with Lemma 3.
(2) If #(leaf edges of T ) > 34 m¯, then:(a) Sort all stars {star(v) : v ∈ V } of T according to their sizes. Let s1s2 · · · sx be these sizes. Find the
smallest integer i such that si <
√
m¯√
2
− i.
(b) If i
√
m¯√
2
− 1, then color the ﬁrst i largest stars with
√
m¯√
2
colors: the center of the jth star (j = 1, 2, . . . , i) is
colored with color j, and its
√
m¯√
2
− j children are colored with the consecutive colors j + 1, j + 2, . . . ,
√
m¯√
2
.
(c) If i <
√
m¯√
2
− 1, then for j = 1, 2, . . . , i − 1, color the center of the jth largest star with color j and its children
with colors j + 1, j + 2, . . . ,
√
m¯√
2
.
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COMMENT: This saturates colors 1, 2, . . . , i − 1. The remaining colors i, i + 1, . . . ,
√
m¯√
2
will be saturated in
another way, using the fact that now we have many stars with small sizes (the stars not used so far). Their
sizes are bounded by
√
m¯√
2
.
(i) Partition all the stars into two sets B1 and B2 of all stars with centers at odd distance from the root of T
and resp. at even distance from the root.
(ii) Set j ← i. Now we try to saturate color j.
While Cond(2) do: take for Bp one of the sets B1, B2 with greater number of edges; keep on picking
the consecutive maximum size stars from Bp until color j is saturated; delete these stars from Bp. Set
j ← j + 1. End While.
COMMENT: Cond(2) is deﬁned as:
#(edges in B1)
√
m¯√
2
− j OR #(edges in B2)
√
m¯√
2
− j.
We pick the maximum size stars from Bp and color their centers with j and their children with
√
m¯√
2
− j
colors. Note, that the stars in both sets B1, B2 are independent, so we can color their vertices with the
same color. In the last star we pick, we can lose at most
√
m¯√
2
edges for each color j.
This ﬁnishes the description of our algorithm for coloring arbitrary trees.
Theorem 3. The algorithm above is a 2-approximation algorithm for the achromatic number problem on a tree.
Proof. Notice, that if condition Cond(1) holds for any set of r (rk) stars of the greatest size, then it also holds for any
set of r stars. Therefore, it is possible to perform procedure Proc(1) in polynomial time. Also, it is straightforward to
see that the overall procedure of bounding the cardinality of the set of essential edges stops after a polynomial number
of steps. To prove the approximation ratio we show the following claim.
Claim 2. The algorithm ﬁnds a complete coloring with at least √m¯/√2 colors.
Notice that
√
m¯/
√
2 is equal to half of the optimal number of colors. Step (1) of the algorithm explicitly uses at
least
√
m¯/
√
2 colors, since by Fact 1,S has at least 14 m¯ edges, so the resulting partial complete coloring uses 
√
m¯/
√
2
colors. Now we prove that this also holds for Step (2).
In Step (2) we have many edges in the stars. We show that the algorithm colors the stars with at least
√
m¯√
2
colors. By
Proc(1) and Observation 2, the number of edges in i − 1 stars that we have used before performing steps (2c.i) and
(2c.ii) is at most
(
√
2
√
m¯ − 1) + (√2√m¯ − i + 1)
2
· (i − 1). (2)
Notice that in fact, Eq. (2) is equal to:
(
√
m¯/
√
2) − 1 + (√m¯/√2) − i + 1
2
· (i − 1) +
√
m¯√
2
· (i − 1). (3)
The ﬁrst term in this sum is the number of edges that we have used in the coloring, while the second term is the number
of edges we have lost (before executing steps (2c.i) and (2c.ii)).
We now prove that the procedure with steps (2c.i) and (2c.ii) will saturate all colors i, i + 1, . . . ,√m¯/√2. Cond(2)
is true if and only if:
e1
def= #(edges in B1)
√
m¯√
2
− j OR e2 def= #(edges in B2)
√
m¯√
2
− j.
Therefore, the procedure stops if e1 + e22 · (
√
m¯/
√
2 − j − 1) = .
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Notice that Eqs. (2) and (3) can be generalized also to the case of “i < √m¯/√2 − 1” when steps (2c.i) and (2c.ii)
are executed. (We just identify all centers of the stars used to saturate color j in “While Cond(2)” into one star, for
j = i, i + 1, . . . .) So after the above procedure, when Cond(2) is not true any more, we have used so far at most
 = (
√
2
√
m¯ − 1) + (√2√m¯ − j + 1)
2
· (j − 1)
edges. Thus, if Cond(2) is not true, then 34 m¯ − . We show that the smallest j, such that 34 m¯ − , is in fact
greater than the number of colors
√
m¯/
√
2 to saturate. Namely, 34 m¯ −  is equivalent to j2 + (3 − 2
√
2
√
m¯) · j +
4 + 32 m¯0. The binomial on the left-hand side of the inequality has the discriminant greater than zero, only if m¯ > c0
for some ﬁxed constant c0, so minimization is for the smaller root of the binomial, which is
2
√
2
√
m¯ − 3 −
√
2m¯ − 12√2√m¯ − 7
2
.
And it is straightforward to check that the root is greater than
√
m¯/
√
2. If m¯c0, then the input tree has constant size.
Thus, its achromatic number is a ﬁxed constant. In this case, we can color the tree optimally in polynomial time (in fact
constant) by using an algorithm due to Farber et al. [8]. Obviously, the presented algorithm has polynomial running
time. 
7. Coloring large girth graphs
In this section we prove that for graphs with girth at least six, the achromatic number can be approximated with ratio
O(n3/8). Our algorithm is based on the algorithm of Chaudhary and Vishwanathan [5]. The crucial difference is that
we use in the algorithm our procedure for tree coloring and that our different analysis (of the tree coloring algorithm)
enables us to obtain the desired result. We deﬁne in a given graph G = (V ,E) a subset M ⊆ E to be an independent
matching if no two edges in M have a common vertex and there is no edge in E \ M adjacent to more than one edge
in M.
LetG = (V ,E) be a given graph, with |V | = n, |E| = m, andwith girth 6. For a given edge e ∈ E, letN(e) denote
the set of all edges at a distance at most one from e. We ﬁrst describe the algorithm of Chaudhary and Vishwanathan
with our modiﬁcation.
The steps below are performed for all parameters f = 1, 2, . . . , m.
(1) Set I ← ∅, i ← 1.
(2) Choose any edge ei ∈ E and set I ← I ∪ {ei}, E ← E \ N(ei).
(3) If E = ∅ then set i ← i + 1, go to Step (2).
(4) If |I | > f then output a partial complete coloring using edges in I, else partition each N(ei) into two trees by
removing the edge ei . Then use the algorithm of Section 6 to produce a partial complete coloring for each such
tree and output the largest size coloring.
Theorem 4. Let G be a graph with n vertices, m edges and with girth at least six. The above algorithm is a
(
√
2 + )√(G)-approximation algorithm for the achromatic number problem on G (for any  > 0). Moreover
(
√
2 + )√(G) = O(n3/8).
Proof. It is easy to see that I in the algorithm is an independent matching and that having any independent matching
of size
(
l
2
)
, we can generate a partial complete coloring of size l. Thus, in this case we have a coloring of size 
√
2f .
In the other case, since the girth is 6, removing the edge ei from N(ei), vertex set of N(ei) can be partitioned into
two trees. Consider a maximum coloring of G and let E′ denote a set of essential edges for the coloring. If |I |f ,
then at least one of the sets N(ei), say N(ei0), contains (|E′|/f ) essential edges. N(ei0) consists of two trees, so
one of them contains at least (|E′|/f − 1)/2 essential edges. So now we can set m¯ = (|E′|/f − 1)/2 in the proof of
Theorem 3 (see Proc(1) of the algorithm in Section 6), and we have from Claim 2, that the tree can be colored with at
least c = √m¯/2 colors. Thus, the number of colors is c = 1√8f
√
(− 1) − 2f , where  = (G), and |E′| =(2 ).
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To obtain a good approximation, we pick f in the algorithm, such that c = √2f (number of colors from the case
|I | > f ), so
1√
8f
√
(− 1) − 2f = √2f ,
which after simple calculations gives f =
(√
162 − 16+ 1 − 1
)
/16. Finally, the number of colors is c = √2f =
1√
8
√√
162 − 16+ 1 − 1.
It can easily be shown that
1√
8
√√
162 − 16+ 1 − 1c′ · √,
for c′ = 1/(√2 + ) and  > 0. This holds asymptotically for any ﬁxed  > 0, and for almost all values of  (e.g., if
2, then c′ ≈ 0.545).
Now, since cc′
√
 = (1/((√2 + )√)), our approximation ratio is (√2 + )√. Furthermore, any n-vertex
graph with girth at least g has at most nn2/(g−2) edges (see [2]), and  = O(√|E|), so the approximation ratio is
O(n3/8). 
8. Application: a lower bound for binary trees
In [8], Farber et al. prove, that the achromatic number of a tree with m edges and maximum degree (4m)1/4 is at
least
√
m. Moreover, an obvious upper bound is
√
2
√
m ≈ 1.4142 · √m. They do not investigate trees with bounded
constant degree. For binary trees, we improve this lower bound to 1.2649 · √m − c, for some ﬁxed constant c.
Theorem 5. Let T be any tree with m edges and maximum degree 3. Then,
1.4142 · √m(T )1.2649 · √m − c,
for some ﬁxed positive constant c.
Proof. Using the coloring algorithm for binary trees (Theorem 2), we color almost optimally at least 45m edges of T.
Namely, we use k − c colors, for some constant c, where k − c
√
4
5
√
2m − c (see the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2).
From Lemma 1 (T )k − c, so ﬁnally (T )
√
4
5
√
2m − c1.2649 · √m − c. 
9. Conclusions and open problems
We have presented approximation algorithms for the achromatic number problem on trees and on graphs with long
cycles. The algorithms are based on elementary tree partitioning techniques and they improve signiﬁcantly on previously
known approximation bounds. For algorithms on bounded degree trees, we showed that they can be implemented to
run in linear time. Our results prove the conjecture of Chaudhary and Vishwanathan [5] holds also for graphs of girth
at least six. Moreover, we were able to improve the lower bound of Farber et al. [8] for the achromatic number of trees
with degree bounded by three.
An obvious open problem is to improve the approximation ratios for computing the achromatic number of a tree and
of other graphs. Also, interesting questions are whether one can give an O(
√
)-approximation algorithm for other
classes of graphs, and whether the achromatic number problem on trees is Max SNP-hard.
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